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Abstract & Agenda

This talk introduces the Cloud Customer Architecture for Hybrid Integration.

- What are Cloud Solution Architectures?
- Hybrid Integration Cloud Architecture
- CSCC’s Cloud Reference Architecture series
Cloud Customer Reference Architectures

- Cloud Customer Reference Architectures are...
  - straightforward description of elements needed to implement particular application solutions using cloud infrastructure, cloud platforms, cloud software, and cloud services
  - deployment neutral (public, private, hybrid) & implementable via IaaS, PaaS, SaaS
  - general purpose reusable architectures as well as industry specific architectures
  - vendor neutral & open

- Important because they...
  - enable cloud customers to understand unique features & advantages of using cloud computing
  - bridge gap between understanding cloud customer needs and cloud provider offerings
  - provide practical guidance on how common business applications can be realized from a cloud customer role perspective
  - are stable anchors in a rapidly innovating cloud landscape
  - save time, effort & money: be more productive

- Useful when...
  - those planning to build cloud based applications
  - talking with cloud providers about their offerings
  - understanding of the common elements and relationships in relevant solutions

- Target audience:
  - those planning on building/purchasing cloud based applications
  - developers, architects, managers

- Consistent with ISO/IEC 17789 International Standard Cloud Computing Reference Architecture
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**Executive Summary**

IT environments are now fundamentally hybrid in nature - devices, systems and people are spread across the globe, and at the same time virtualized. Achieving integration across this ever changing environment, providing it at the pace of modern digital initiatives, and still being able to manage the landscape is a significant challenge.

The hybrid integration reference architecture explores common patterns seen in enterprises tackling these issues.

Hybrid integration can be looked at from many perspectives including application, data and infrastructure. This document positions hybrid integration from an application perspective, and presents the reference architecture as a seamless integration from cloud to on-premise for events, APIs and data.
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Executive Summary

The hybrid integration reference architecture addresses the following considerations

- **Connectivity**: Integration is about connecting systems and devices with other systems and devices. Integration may involve low level connectivity to systems of record (SoR) and it may require the need to leverage modern interfaces on cloud native systems. In short, any system, anywhere, must be enabled as a first class citizen in the integration landscape.

- **Deployment**: Since modern systems are deployed across a broad landscape of systems, the accompanying integration components must have equally flexible deployment options. The components should be as easy to run on premises in enterprises as it is to deploy on public cloud platforms. Equally, components should be well equipped to run directly on bare metal, in virtual machines, or in containers. They should be able to integrate within and across network and security boundaries.

- **Roles**: IT in general has become bi-modal, and sometimes multi-modal with independent teams working at different velocities. Integration needs to encompass people from across the entire business. Hybrid integration expands beyond the realm of just integration specialists. Integration standards and tooling have evolved to the point that straightforward integrations can be performed directly by business users and shadow IT departments that are aligned with the line of business. Complex integrations are now often collaborative, where the work of one team in surfacing events or APIs becomes the building blocks for another team.

- **Styles**: In the past, discrete patterns of integration often needed to be blended together to deliver complex solutions. Now, enterprise integration can be combined with APIs, events and data—tooling and runtimes need to make this as seamless as possible.
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Architecture Overview

Legend:
- Application component
- Infrastructure services
- API management
- Data store
- User
- Security
- API Messaging
- Hybrid Messaging
- Data Integration
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Users access applications on the cloud provider network using a browser or via a mobile native app. The users could be end consumers or enterprise line of business users of the cloud applications. They could also be enterprise administrative users from the line of business 'Digital IT' team managing the components deployed within the cloud network.
Edge services include service capabilities needed to deliver function and content to the users via the internet.
The Cloud Application component represents the application designed and developed within the cloud environment. Such applications often use modern techniques such as microservices architecture utilizing amongst other things, lightweight runtimes, container technology, and DevOps methods to improve agility, scalability and resilience.
Interaction APIs provide access to enterprise capabilities. These APIs are maintained by the lines of business ‘Digital IT’ teams, and are composed typically from lower level fine grained system APIs. These APIs are business led, looking to cater to market needs rather than being driven by the underlying enterprise systems. This component is the API gateway into the enterprise network.
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Architecture Overview

Cloud Messaging provides fast, scalable, high throughput event delivery to and from the enterprise network. This component is the Event gateway into the enterprise network.
Cloud Integration Services provide rapid, simple and flexible capabilities for cloud services and third-party applications to integrate with enterprise applications and data. This component is the gateway into SoR (Systems of Records) within the enterprise network.
The Transformation and Connectivity component enables secure connections to the enterprise systems.
System APIs provide access to enterprise applications and data. These APIs are maintained by the ‘Central IT’ team, and are typically lower level, fine-grained APIs. Multiple Interaction API components may consume these APIs to compose higher-level capabilities.
Enterprise Messaging represents the messaging backbone of the enterprise. This component is the primary messaging interface into the enterprise for the Cloud Messaging component.
Enterprise Integration Services represents a broad variety of integrations including EAI components, ETL systems, and Business Process Management systems that exist within the enterprise network.
Enterprise Application represents applications that run enterprise business processes and logic within existing enterprise systems.

Enterprise Data represents the one or more systems of record, for example, transactional data or data warehouses that represent the existing data in the enterprise.
Security for hybrid integration addresses the following needs –
• Integrity
• Threat Management
• Compliance
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Runtime Flow – Use Case 1

In the scenario depicted, the CTO of an international bank wants to unlock the value of the bank’s business assets by deploying a set of fine-grained system APIs that expose key enterprise capabilities and processes. The CMO wants to expand the bank’s market reach by deploying cloud applications and APIs to new interactive channels that would use these enterprise capabilities to accelerate banking transactions and improve the customer experience.

1. Bank customer accesses the cloud application
2. Edge services process the request and route it to the right destination.
3. The user is validated through identity and access management.
4. The request is received by the cloud application. Making use of asynchronous processing, the cloud application invokes the Interaction APIs and Cloud Integration Services components.
5. The Interaction APIs component receives the request and determines the services that need to be invoked. In order to process the request, this component makes several successive calls to the System APIs component.
6. The request is received by the Cloud Integration Services component to access enterprise data. This component interfaces with the Enterprise Integration Services component to retrieve and return enterprise system of record data.
7. Cloud Messaging allows the processing of events and triggers across cloud applications, cloud services, and on-prem enterprise applications.
8. The Secure Transformation and Connectivity component routes the API request to the System APIs component and the data request to the Enterprise Integration Services component.
9. The enterprise application and data components process their requests. The responses are returned back through the enterprise and cloud gateways to the cloud application. The cloud application prepares and returns a response back to the User.
The schematic illustrates a scenario where an insurance company is rewarding their members with annual premium discounts for participating in fitness activities. However, they do not want high risk members to over exert themselves creating a health crisis. When such a situation is determined, the company sends alert notifications to the member.

1. The member uses a mobile app to log their calories and track their walking steps. These events are sent to the cloud app which in turn places them in the queue for the on-prem application to aggregate and compute the discount percentage on the premium.

2. The member's primary doctor receives the test results. He logs into his hospital's portal to report the test data. As a partner to the insurance company, the hospital's portal invokes an interaction API to the report the data.

3. The interaction API invokes an on-prem system API to process the data.

4. The system API triggers an enterprise business process to handle the data. The business process using business rules detects that the member is having a heart arrhythmia condition and is participating a rigorous fitness activity. It then sends an alert to the following cloud services: Mobile Push Notification to send an SMS text or mobile alert to the member.
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